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The Trustification project

Make your software 
components 
trustable

Dejan Bosanac - @dejanb
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▸ SBOM, VEX and CVE data files contain lots of related data but do not 

provide any knowledge nor insight.

▸ We need to get that knowledge into the hands of users and empower 

them to be proactive in managing their applications and be 

responsive to security issues

Challenge
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▸ Store SBOM and VEX documents for your company software and 

their dependencies.

▸ Discover and learn the state of vulnerabilities related to your 

software.

▸ Explore SBOM and VEX documents using search queries.

▸ Share access to your SBOM and VEX information with others.

▸ Developed in RUST 🦀

https://www.trustification.io/

Trustification



GUAC aggregates software security metadata into a high fidelity graph database - https://guac.sh
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Guac



Architecture
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Guac



https://www.trustification.io/
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Trustification

Single Pane of Glass (SPoG)
API & UI for consuming data

CSAF repositories
Ingestion for

SBOM and VEX files

Search indexes for
SBOM and VEX files

Query the 
vulnerabilities that 

impact your product 
portfolio

Coordination of 
multiple 

vulnerabilities and 
advisories collectors

Exhort
API for integration



Demo Time!
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▸ Early adopters

▸ Immature tools

▸ Inconsistent data

･ Multiple different competing formats

･ Various identifiers (purls, CPEs, …)

Software Supply Chain Security
Challenges
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▸ Simplify architecture and deployment model

▸ Support more standards

▸ Add more "wisdom" from the collected data

▸ More granular access control

▸ Continue working on the further integrations

Trustification
Future goals



Optional section marker
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▸ Website - https://www.trustification.io/ 

▸ Sandbox - https://trustification.dev/ 

▸ Code - https://github.com/trustification 

▸ Chat - #trustification:matrix.org

Get in touch

https://www.trustification.io/
https://trustification.dev/
https://github.com/trustification


linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/user/RedHatVideos

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/RedHat

The Trustification project
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Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise 

open source software solutions. Award-winning support, 

training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted 

adviser to the Fortune 500. 

Thank you


